Expected versus observed information in SEM with incomplete normal and nonnormal data.
Maximum likelihood is the most common estimation method in structural equation modeling. Standard errors for maximum likelihood estimates are obtained from the associated information matrix, which can be estimated from the sample using either expected or observed information. It is known that, with complete data, estimates based on observed or expected information are consistent. The situation changes with incomplete data. When the data are missing at random (MAR), standard errors based on expected information are not consistent, and observed information should be used. A less known fact is that in the presence of nonnormality, the estimated information matrix also enters the robust computations (both standard errors and the test statistic). Thus, with MAR nonnormal data, the use of the expected information matrix can potentially lead to incorrect robust computations. This article summarizes the results of 2 simulation studies that investigated the effect of using observed versus expected information estimates of standard errors and test statistics with normal and nonnormal incomplete data. Observed information is preferred across all conditions. Recommendations to researchers and software developers are outlined.